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ABSTRACT

...But architecture has limits- and when we touch the invisible walls of the limits, then we

know more about what is contained in them.

-Louis I. Kahn

Ideally, a thesis study in architecture should be made at a personal level of investigation so

that a student may develop his or her own ideas and interests and, therefore determine a focus or

direction towards an individual architectural position. It should be understood at the beginning, then,

that this thesis asks a question that may never be answered. lt is a part of a process in what is Iikely

to become a Iifelong search for the limits of architecture.

Architecture has always been the product of man’s attempt to shape his world. As such,

architecture arose from a basic human need as a response to the challenge that nature poses to

man. "...the first fact of architecture," wrote Vincent Scully, "is the topography of a place and the way
human beings respond to it with their own constructed forms." Given these ideas, the focus of this

thesis is the study of architecture as a potential medium through which man not only shapes his

world, but interacts with it as well. This study has taken form through an investigation into the ideas
of path and place as concepts which are fundamental to architecture, carrying with them implications

of a relationship between man, architecture, and nature.
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" The site: A spring- fed river In the initial stages of the development of this thesis, the concepts of
Wmch CMS 3 path tmwgh me path and place were considered to be distinctly separated. The paththick vegetation of central

r o Florida was viewed as a means of arriving at the particular place which I
wished to create at the edge of the river, and the place itself was

„
-

„ • «viewed as a space in which to meet or gather for a specific purpose.

Both of these elements were meant to occur with respect to the con-

text into which the project was being placed, so that the project
.could become a framework through which the context could be

experienced, and perhaps understood in a different way.

This concept of the architecture as a framework through which the
surrounding environment is experienced carries with it ideas con-
cerning searching, discovering, learning, and understanding one's

_ _ place in the context. These activities occur both Iocally and regional-The project: A chapel which
bgcomes e rremework through Iy, and they became important influences in the determination of the
Whleh the ehe le Pfeeehted The program for the project as a place of religious study and contempla-
surrounding context of the trees

. tion.provides the enclosure of the



AT the edge of the river, the3
33cus Iooated at the term¤—

3 33[Tof 3 p3th, WhICh IS out •_

,’ththe dense vegetatuon.

4p3lh IS Ci€iII'\€3t€d by the eY

spatual enolosure whuch the sur-
3-hdlhg trees OÜGT. The

to the chapel Cart be
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ÜTriver rs presented through
3thstructural framework of the
7chapel.



As the relationship of the building to the site became the

central issue, it began to play an important role in determining the

direction of the project. This resulted in a conceptual shift in the pro-

ject, as it began to be seen as a sequence of events which occur

within a larger context. Each of these places could then have a par-

ticular relationship to the site.
This development brought about a reconsideration of the

idea of "place" in the project. lt began to be seen as a concept which

carries with it ideas of both meeting as well as separation. As a

reflection of this development, the project increased in its scope,

allowing for more than the singular relationship to the site which had

been the subject of previous investigation. The program of the pro-

ject then expanded from that of a single chapel space at the end of a

path to that of a chapel and school. This programmatic expansion

allows for the coexistence of activities which vary in both scale and

meaning.
With these developments, the path began to have a greater

impact on the building as the element which establishes the organi-

zation of the place.
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Moving from the landscape
AAandinto the building, the

ATTis marked by thespa-tial

system created by the

initial columnar structure of
Athe building. The columns

also make an analo ous
A AAAAA -AAAAAtete tbnetnbbetween tne TT A A

and the Aeig ‘iA. ee

SblmdAAT T



1—Courtyard
2-Lobby
3- Meeting Hall
4—Library
5—CnapeI
6- Outdoor Meeting Space
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As it moves through the landscape, the path is delineated by a series ot subtle markers which can serve
to measure one's position in the landscape relative to the building. Making the transition into the build-
ing, it becomes signified by the placement of the building structure. The structure of the building also
begins to make places for activities to occur, such as entry and meeting.

Ground Floor Plan Scale: 1" : 30' 6



Lobby
2- Classrooms
3- Offices
4- Chapel
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On the upper floor, the relationship between the building and the context is quite different. The trees
begin to form the spatial boundary of the building. The plan is modulated to create a rhythm of solid
and void, light and dark, with the more massive office and service blocks separating the lighter and
more transparent classrooms.
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The building utilizes the gradual slope of the site to enable the spatial volume of the chapel to be much
greater than that of the school. The chapel is more enclosed than the school so that the focus of the
chapel may be toward the river. The school. however, maintains a close connection to the trees, allowing
them to form the enclosure of its spatial boundary. The markers of the path vary in their height from the
ground, so that as one moves along the path, they begin to determine and explain the slope of the
ground in relation to the building.

:=Site Section Scale: 1" : 30' 10



As the generato and organizer of the place, the pat a s as a
between the building and its context. As such, a journey along this

II II I T II T T A I II II- I IIpat 3 OWS OT 3 TIC V3T|3TIOÜ. COTTIID GIG UT] GTSIHTI ITIQ O I G
. . .... .building as a whole in relation to its environment can not be gained

without moving through it along the path.

The building is essentially made up of a series of moments which
OCCUT ITl 3 IITl€3V SGQUGÜCG 3S U13 DTOQVGSSIOTI IS lTl3CI€ 3IOl'lQ U19

path. This sequence begins with the first indication of the path, and
. . . .culminates with the presentation of the river, which cannot be seen

„until one enters the chapel space at the end of the sequence.
Therefore, through the experience of each of these moments individ-

-ually by moving along the path. one can formulate a conceptual
understanding of the building.

The TOIIOWIVIQ ll’l13Q€S 3l’lC1 CIV3Wll1QS pl’€S€T'lI SOl’Tl€ of UIGSG TTlOlTl€TltS

ll’l U19 project.
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The movement of the
path into the building Ä Ä
ÄÄmakesa significant

TT

Timpacton the initial .

‘facade.The columnar i
TTTT T

Tstructureis also pre-
Tsenton the exterior, as - i

an externalexpressionof
the internal markers T

-—-~ofthe path.

The solid- void relation-
ship of the classrooms

and offices arranged
around the path makes
a clear distinction

between thespaceswhich
are enclosed by I

the surrounding trees,
ÄÄandthe spaces that I .
Tfra eviews of the

I
I II

trees. TT T
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Section through classrooms, library, and meeting hall Scale: 1" : 8' I4
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Section through offices, library, and meeting hall Scale: 1** = 8* 16





Section through public meeting hall Scale: 1" = 8' 18





« .

ISectionthrough chapel Scale: 1" = 8' 20



Upon reaching the chapel space, the river is finally present-
ed. The space of the chapel is enclosed on all other sides,
so that the space is focused toward the river. At this point
the path terminates in the tangible sense. The frame, how-

ever, provides a spatial extension of the path out across the

river, so that while one is physically bound to the space of

the chapel, the possibility exists for a continuation of the

journey in one's mind.

The remaining edges of the chapel are designed so that
. . .each surface of the enclosure has rts own expressron. ln thrs

way, the components of the chapel work together to allow

light to enter. This strategy of bringing light into the chapel is
the result of a conscious decision at a conceptual level to
express the distinction between the chapel and the school.
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The chapel is viewed as an enclosed and directed space

which is primarily concerned with looking inward, applying

and focusing what is discovered in a very specific way. The

school is considered to be a series of spaces which deal

with taking in the knowledge and awareness of the context,
.and perhaps understanding it in a different way.

A journey to the chapel, and ultimately the river, then, is one

which involves an interaction with the site on multiple levels

and at varying scales, from complete exposure, to partial

enclosure, to focused enclosure, and finally to a presenta-

tion of the river. In this way, the building becomes an appa-

ratus through which the site becomes experienced and
understood.
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